RANKED 3rd IN THE UK in 2011 AS
POTENTIAL EVENT HORSE
Height 15.3HH
YEAR OF BIRTH 2010
SIRE: MILLENIUM (Hanoverian)
DAM: WANSTEAD DARK SECRET (PBNF)

SOLOMON qualified at Southview B.E.F Futurity where he was the highest
scoring yearling of the day in the eventing section and so eligible for the
championship finals held at The Lycetts British Eventing International Young
Horse Championships at Osberton where he was placed 3rd in the UK as potential
eventing prospect; Solomon scored the highest mark of 18 for his walk from all
the horses entered (foals, yearlings, 2 year olds and 3 year olds).
His trot was marked at 17 which was joint highest with the horse that came 1st in
the yearling class. One of the judges (Val Henson) could not praise his paces
enough saying that she had never seen a walk like his, and that he moves every
part of his body.
SHBGB in the North West Summer Show
1st in the yearling sports horse class
Champion in his section
Overall RESERVE SUPREME CHAMPION
SOLOMON is proving to be a most exciting young sports stallion. He has correct
conformation coupled with a good depth of shoulder. In his walk, he has good
rhythm and swing, shows excellent lift and suspension in his trot, and steps under
well.
Solomon has fantastic engagement and great athleticism. He is strong in the hocks
with big movement, and a powerful second thigh. He has a lovely temperament,
with a calm and sensible manner.

SIRE; MILLENIUM, is one of the most successful competition
stallions ever to stand in the UK. His performance record is
arguably the best for any dressage stallion. At his grading he
scored all 9s for ride-ability;scope;quality and movement. He
is graded ELITE with SHBGB
DAM; WANSTEAD DARK SECRET, is by the dressage stallion
DUET (Polish Warm Blood) who competed successfully up to
medium level dressage. Dark Secret has competed at novice level
dressage and has had much enjoyment and success competing at
cross country. She is 100% in every way and her kind and gentle
demeanour is very evident in SOLOMON
We have had an exceptional
Colt last year from
SOLOMON
(ARAMIS X) who has been
shown in hand, gaining
SHBGB IN HAND
CHAMPION
ARAMIS X also went forward
to the BEF FUTURITY and
gained a HIGHER FIRST
PREMIUM with a score of
8.82.

Another of Solomon's foals ALTINKUM has just been
awarded a HIGHER FIRST PREMIUM 8.95 only
missing out on Elite status by 0.5 of a mark!

SOLOMON'S excellent paces
are definitely being passed on
to his progeny as well as his
level headedness!
Licensed with Breeders Elite

Chilled / Frozen Semen available.
Terms - NFFR (Following Year only)
Contact Nicola Jooste on 07920054258
E-mail nickywernbach@hotmail.co.uk
STUD FEE £400

